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Intelligent personal assistant software, such as Apple’s Siri and Samsung’s S-Voice, is be-
ing widely used these days. One of the core modules of this kind of software is the spoken

language understanding (SLU) module used to predict the user’s intention for determin-

ing the system actions. The SLU module usually consists of several connected recognition
components on a pipeline framework, whereas the proposed SLU module is developed

by a novel technique that can simultaneously recognize four recognition components,
namely named entity, speech-act, target, and operation using conditional random fields.

In the experiments, the proposed simultaneous recognition technique achieved a relative

improvement as high as approximately 2.2% and a faster speed of approximately 15%
compared to a pipeline framework. A significance test showed that this improvement was

statistically significant because the p-value was smaller than 0.01.

Keywords: Spoken Language Understanding; Simultaneous Recognition; Intelligent Per-
sonal Assistant Software; User Intention.

1. Introduction

One of the most issued and promising software today is the intelligent personal

assistant software, including Apple’s Siria and Samsung’s S-Voice.b This kind of

software provides users with a natural language user interface that answers ques-

tions, makes recommendations, and performs actions. One of the core modules in

aWikipedia Contributors, Siri, Wikipedia, the Free Encyclopedia, 2011.
bWikipedia Contributors, S-Voice, Wikipedia, the Free Encyclopedia, 2012.
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developing this software is the spoken language understanding (SLU) module. The

SLU module predicts the user’s intention of user utterance. One of the various soft-

ware actions is then selected to provide the appropriate information to the user

[Wang et al., 2005].

The SLU model of the intelligent personal assistant software has several different

aspects in comparison with other previous SLU modules, such as those of the Auto-

matic Terminal Information Service (ATIS) and Defense Advanced Research Project

Agency (DARPA) projects based on rule-based [Ward and Issar, 1994; Wang, 2001]

and statistical methods [Wang and Acero, 2006; Raymond and Riccardi, 2007]. This

SLU module is operated for various applications in mobile devices, such as weather

and transportation. The module must be able to deal with domains more hetero-

geneous than those of the ATIS and DARPA projects. Hence, it requires a more

detailed analysis for each domain to offer the users with accurate information. In

addition, the SLU modules in the previous dialogue systems have a complicated

architecture with many sub-modules on a pipeline framework. Therefore, directly

applying them into an intelligent personal assistant software with many domains

for a mobile device is difficult.

This study proposes a novel SLU module with a simultaneous recognition tech-

nique for the intelligent personal assistant software. The proposed SLU module

consists of four components: named entity (NE), speech-act, target, and operator

recognition. Each component of the proposed SLU module has different recognition

units. The NE recognition task is based on a morpheme/phrase unit, whereas the

target, operator, and speech-act recognition tasks are based on an utterance unit.

We integrate these recognition units into the same unit by developing a new tag

addition approach that regards the target, operator, and speech-act tags as spe-

cial pseudo morphemes, which eventually makes all the SLU tasks a tag sequence

analysis task on conditional random fields (CRF) [Lafferty et al., 2001].

In the experiments, the proposed SLU module using the proposed simultaneous

recognition technique showed a relative improvement as high as approximately 2.2%

over the pipeline module. It also has an additional benefit of being composed of a

simple architecture with only one recognition module; hence, it can be more efficient

than the pipeline module with respect to the processing time, etc. As a result, the

processing time of our module was reduced by approximately 15% compared to that

of the pipeline module.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the

related work; Section 3 defines the four components of the SLU module for the

intelligent personal assistant software; Section 4 introduces our simultaneous recog-

nition framework in detail; Section 5 explains our experimental settings and results;

and finally, Section 6 draws the conclusions.
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2. Related Work

The approaches for developing the SLU modules are largely divided into rule-based

and statistical methods. The SLU modules using a large set of rules can suffer

from a lack of robustness, especially when faced with a wide variety of spoken

utterances. The rule-based methods have typically been implemented via hand-

crafted semantic-level grammar rules and some robust parsers [Ward and Issar,

1994; Wang, 2001; Seneff, 1992]. Ward and Issar [1994] developed a robust semantic

parser using hand-written context-free grammars. The parser outputs a frame with

the users intention from a current utterance. Wang [2001] proposed a method to

generate semantic context free grammar rules applied to fill the semantic slots for the

users intention in a dialogue system. However, these semantic grammar approaches

carry a high development cost and can lead to fragile operations because the users

do not typically know what grammatical constructions are supported by the system.

An alternative approach is to use some statistical methods to directly map from

word strings to the intended meaning structures. In this approach, hand-crafted

grammars and rules are replaced by statistical models that are automatically leaned

from some training data. The statistical methods are attractive because they can be

easily adapted to new conditions using only annotated training data. The statistical

methods for the SLU were studied in the hidden vector state model [He and Young,

2005], data-driven statistical models [Wang and Acero, 2006; Pieraccini et al., 1992;

Miller et al., 1994], etc. A graphical model provided a better performance on the

SLU. Wang and Acero [2006] compared several discriminative models for SLU in

the ATIS project. They showed that the linear-chain CRF produced the best results

when converting an SLU task into a flat sequential labeling task. A comparison of

the support vector machine [Ko, 2015], finite state transducer, and CRF [Jeong and

Lee, 2007] for the SLU on the ATIS and MIDIA corpora was also performed by

Raymond and Riccardi [2007].

In the recent years, Mesnil [2013] solved the SLU problem using the recurrent

neural network architectures widely used in natural language processing. In addi-

tion, Chen [2015] proposed a method to strengthen the learning method for the SLU

by combining matrix factorization (MF) and word- and slot-based knowledge graph

propagation. Chen [2015] also proposed a method to automatically learn patterns

using learning data without predefining domains and slots.

In addition, Jeong and Lee [2008] proposed a unified probabilistic model (i.e.,

triangular-chain CRF) by combining the named entity and the dialogue-act recog-

nition of the SLU. This method achieved a high performance for the SLU. However,

the triangular-chain CRF has a very complicated architecture with a modified CRF

and was built only to combine the named entity and the dialogue-act recognition.

We need herein to combine four components for the SLU. The triangular-chain CRF

showed a low performance when the four components were combined in our exper-

iments. As a result, the proposed SLU module achieved a higher performance than

the pipeline module and the triangular-chain CRF despite its simple architecture.
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3. Four Components of the Proposed SLU Model

The SLU module of the intelligent personal assistant software needs to determine

the actions of the smart phone apps according to the user needs. Hence, they require

a more elaborate user-intent analysis. Figure 1 defines the four components of the

SLU module and their analysis results.

Utterance : 내일롯데호텔 2박예약해줘
Please make a reservation for 2 nights at Lotte Hotel tomorrow

Named entities : 내일 (tomorrow) / Date 
롯데호텔 (Lotte Hotel) / Hotel
2박 (2 nights) / Date

Target : Hotel_Reservation
Operator : Setup
Speech-act :  Request

Fig. 1. Analysis results from the proposed SLU module.

3.1. Named Entity (NE) Recognition

A named entity (NE) recognizer is useful in many natural language processing ap-

plications, including information extraction [Nothman et al., 2013; Ritter et al.,

2011]. The NE recognition of the intelligent personal assistant software extracts

keywords, such as person, time, location, and currency, from a user utterance. Our

NE set consisted of 14 named entities, including person, time, day, location, title,

number, hotel, flight, amount, and currency. Figure 1 illustrates that the NE recog-

nizer extracts keywords from the user utterance as follows: “tomorrow” as “Date”

and “Lotte Hotel” as “Hotel” and “2 nights” as “Date.”

3.2. Target Recognition

The target of a user utterance is an object that describes the target of the system

action in a domain. A total of 41 targets were defined and recognized in the ap-

plication domains herein (e.g., weather information in the weather domain, hotel

reservation in the reservation domain, and alarm in the schedule domain). In addi-

tion, the target recognizer depends on each domain. In Figure 1, the target of an

example utterance is “hotel reservation” in the reservation domain. The software

can offer users with accurate information using this recognized target.

3.3. Operator Recognition

Operator recognition aims to detect one of the various software actions in each

domain. Seven operators were used in our system, namely lookup, setup, delete, de-

activity, modification, confirm, and execution. Similar to the target recognition, the

operator recognizer also depends on each domain. In Figure 1, the operator of the

example utterance is identified as “setup” in the reservation domain.
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3.4. Speech-act Recognition

Speech-act recognition tries to designate the surface level speech-act for a user

utterance [Kang et al., 2013a; Kang et al., 2013b]. Seven different speech-acts were

also defined herein, namely yn question, inform, request, wh question, conf question,

yes answer, and no answer. Unlike target and operator recognition, the speech-act

recognizer is independent on a specific domain. In Figure 1, the speech-act of the

example utterance is “request,” which provides the users intention of surface level

to a dialogue system.

4. Simultaneous Recognition Framework

We assumed that four components of our SLU module were correlated with each

other. Hence, we proposed a new framework to simultaneously recognize the four

components and improve the performance and speed of the SLU module. However,

these components have different recognition units. The NE has a morpheme/phrase

unit, while the target, operator, and speech-act have an utterance unit. A new tag

addition method was proposed to solve this problem. Accordingly, we can construct

a novel simultaneous recognition framework for the SLU module using this method.

4.1. New Tag Addition Method

The target, operator, and speech-act were based on an utterance unit. Hence, pseudo

morphemes with the target, operator, and speech-act tags were attached in front

of each user utterance to construct a simultaneous recognition framework. This

method was called the new tag addition method that provided an efficient and

effective way of developing spoken language understanding modules by integrating

NE, speech-act, target, and operator recognition units into the same unit. Figure 2

shows an example of the new tag addition method.

The new tag addition method

Modified utterance by the new tag addition method : 
[SA] [OP] [TG] 내일롯데호텔 2박예약해줘
[SA] [OP] [TG] Please make a reservation for 2 nights at Lotte Hotel tomorrow

Original Utterance : 
내일롯데호텔 2박예약해줘
Please make a reservation for 2 nights at Lotte Hotel tomorrow

Fig. 2. Example of the new tag addition method.

This approach is very simple because we only need to add each pseudo morpheme

to the morpheme sequence of sentences and analyze them by a sequential labeling

technique (e.g., CRF). The advantage of the proposed approach on the CRF is
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as follows: the CRF was computed through a forward-backward algorithm, and

hence, was configured such that the front or rear states affect the current state.

The new tag addition method was used to attach pseudo morphemes in front of

the user utterance. The target, operator, and speech-act were classified before NE

classification when performing a forward processing. Therefore, the classification

results of the previous classification for the target, operator, and speech-act can be

used to prevent the NE misclassification. From the backward processing point of

view, the NE dictionary and NE classification results can be used to improve other

classifications for the target, operator, and speech-act. They can narrow down the

classification range of the target, operator, and speech-act.

For example, Lotte Hotel in the NE classification result more likely classifies the

target as a hotel reservation class instead of flight reservation or train reservation.

The operator is more likely to be classified as the set class if the target is classified as

hotel reservation, and the words, reservation and make, exist in the user utterance.

4.2. Simultaneous Recognition Framework

On the simultaneous recognition framework using the new tag addition method,

an input utterance can be analyzed by a sequential labeling classifier (i.e., CRF).

The new tag addition was developed to classify different classification tasks

(NE/target/operator/speech-act classification) at the same time. Hence, we thought

that the characteristics of the CRF performing the forward-backward processes with

the transition probability had positive effects on our framework. We applied the

CRF to our framework based on this assumption. Each component label can be

used as additional features in this sequential labeling task. We think this was the

main reason why the proposed method improved the recognition performances.

Our framework only needed an NE dictionary for a gazetteer and BIO tags for

the NE, target, operator, and speech-act annotated training corpus. BIO tags were

used in CoNLL2003 [Tjong et al., 2013]. The longest match approach was applied

to dictionary matching, and each word included by an NE was attached with BIO

tags for the NE (Figure 3).

A part of utterance matched from the Dictionary : 
롯데호텔/Hotel

(Lotte Hotel/Hotel)  

A part of utterance matched from the Dictionary : 
롯데호텔/B_Hotel

(Lotte/B_Hotel Hotel/I_Hotel)

In case of Korean Language, Lotte Hotel consisted of only one-word

Fig. 3. Example of the dictionary matching with BIO tags.
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Figure 4 shows the framework architecture. Our SLU module was widely divided

into a training step and a test step.

User utterance

speech

PO
S tagging

Named entity 
dictionary

Match named 
entity dictionary

Attach BIO 
tag

New tag 
addition method Generate feature sets

Training stepTraining corpus New tag addition
methods

Generate feature sets
Generate CRF model 
based on feature sets 

of training corpus

Classify SLU 
based on CRF model

Utterance with user’s 
intention information

Test step

POS tagging

(1)

(2)(3)

(4) (5)

(6) (7)

(9) (10) (11) (12) (13)

(8)

(14)

Fig. 4. Architecture for the simultaneous recognition framework.

Training step

(1) Each utterance in the training corpus is morphologically analyzed by a POS tagger.

(2) Pseudo morphemes are attached in front of each utterance in the training corpus to
simultaneously classify the NEs, target, operator, and speech-act. Each pseudo morpheme

is then annotated by correct tags. We can configure their different classification units to

be related to each other through the transition characteristics of the CRF by attaching
pseudo morpheme tags in front of the utterance. We can then classify them on the same

framework at the same time.

(3) The BIO tags for each NE with more than one,morpheme are attached in each

utterance.

(4) The system extracts features from the utterances, such as basis, NE dictionary, and
target/operator/speech-act features. The target, operator, and speech-act are an utterance

unit. Hence, the verb, n-gram, 5W1H, and previous speech-act tag features are added as
additional features called by the target/operator/speech-act features. In the case of the
NEs, the entries of the NE Dictionary can be extended by adding new NEs to the NE

dictionaries, which can partially solve an OOV problem that makes the NE recognition

seriously difficult.

(5) The CRF model is learned on the extracted features from the training corpus. Based
on the observation and transition probability, the CRF can effectively and simultaneously

classify the NE, target, operator, and speech-act classification tasks to utilize the deeply

related mutual information between them.

Test step

(6) The user utterance is inputted.

(7) The user utterance is morphologically analyzed by a POS tagger.

(8-10) The system matches the NEs from the NE dictionary, and the matched NEs are
represented by BIO tags.

(11) The pseudo morpheme tags are attached in front of the user utterance for the target,

operator, and speech-act. By applying the pseudo morpheme tags, the CRF can classify
the NEs, target, operator, and speech-act at the same time.

(12) Following the same method in (4), features are extracted from the input utterance:

basis, NE dictionary, and target/operator/speech-act features.

(13) The NE, target, operator, and speech-act are sequentially classified by the CRF
model. Figure 5 shows an example of the test step.

(14) The SLU module outputs the users intention for the input utterance.
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This architecture can output all the results for the four SLU components in

one classification execution. Hence, it can be described as a very simple and fast

framework. We showed an example of the SLU recognition processes in Figure 5,

such that the simultaneous recognition framework can be easily understood.

내일/NNG 롯데호텔/NNP 2/SN+박/NNB 예약/NNG+하/VV+아/EC 주/VX+어/EC
Please/VB make/VB a/DT reservation/NN for/IN 2/CD nights/NNS at/IN Lotte/NNP Hotel/NNP tomorrow/NN

User utterance with NEs matched by the NE dictionary

User utterance

내일 롯데호텔 2박 예약해 줘
Please, make a reservation for 2 nights at Lotte Hotel tomorrow

User utterance with POS tags

내일/NNG [롯데호텔/NNP/B_Hotel] 2/SN+박/NNB 예약/NNG+하/VV+아/EC 주/VX+어/EC
Please/VB make/VB a/DT reservation/NN for/IN 2/CD nights/NNS 

at/IN [Lotte/NNP/B_Hotel Hotel/NNP/I_Hotel] tomorrow/NN

After sequential labeling by CRF, user utterance with
NEs, target, operator and speech-act tags

[SA/Request] [OP/Setup] [TG/Hotel_Reservation] [내일/NNG/B_Date] [롯데호텔/NNG/B_Hotel]
[2/SN/B_Date+박/NNB/I_Date] 예약/NNG+하/VV+아/EC 주/VX+어/EC

[SA/Request] [OP/Set] [TG/Hotel_Reservation] Please/VB make/VB a/DT reservation/NN for/IN [2/CD/B_Date
nights/NNS/I_Date] at/IN [Lotte/NNP/B_Hotel Hotel/NNP/I_Hotel] [tomorrow/NN/B_Date]

User utterance attached target, operator and speech-act tags

[SA] [OP] [TG] 내일/NNG 롯데호텔/NNP/B_Hotel 2/SN+박/NNB 예약/NNG+하/VV+아/EC 주/VX+어/EC
[SA] [OP] [TG] Please/VB make/VB a/DT reservation/NN for/IN 2/CD nights/NNS 

at/IN Lotte/NNP/B_Hotel Hotel/NNP/I_Hotel tomorrow/NN

Fig. 5. Example of the proposed SLU recognition process.

4.3. Feature Sets

The three feature sets were extracted for the sequential labeling task by the CRF:

basis, NE, and target/operator/speech-act features. Table 1 describes these feature

sets using the example utterance “Please make a reservation for 2 nights at Lotte

Hotel tomorrow” annotated by POS tags in Figure 5. The basis features were par-

ticularly generated according to other many NE recognition studies, such as that

of Lee and Jang [2010]. All the basic and NE dictionary features were analyzed on

the morpheme unit.
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Table 1. Description of Feature Sets

Basis features

Morpheme/tag 1. Current morpheme/tag information
features (e.g., current morpheme is Please: Please/VB)

2. Based on the position of the current morpheme, the morpheme

Morpheme information is located from size 2 to 5: (1,0) (0, 1) (2, 1,0)

sequence (0, 1, 2) (1, 0, 1) (2, 1, 0, 1) (1, 0, 1, 2) (2, 1, 0, 1, 2).
features The numbers denote the position information of each morpheme

(e.g., the current morpheme is make: Please/1 + make/0, make/0 + a/1, ...).

3. Based on the current POS tag, the tag information is located from

POS tag size 2 to 5: (1, 0) (0, 1) (2, 1, 0) (0, 1, 2) (1, 0, 1) (2, 1, 0, 1)
sequence (1, 0, 1, 2) (2, 1, 0, 1, 2).

features The numbers denote the position information of each POS tag

(e.g., the current morpheme is make: VB/1 + VB/0, VB/0 + DT/1, ...).

The words of the Korean language can consist of one or more morphemes.
Features in 4. Current morpheme position information in a word

word (e.g., start, continue, and end).

5. Current POS tag/word length information
(e.g. the current morpheme is make: VB/1 ).

NE dictionary features

NE 1. Current morpheme/tag/NE information matched from the
dictionary NE dictionary

features (e.g., the current morpheme is Lotte and Hotel:
Lotte/NNP/B Hotel, Hotel/NNP/I Hotel)

2. Only the morpheme tag sequence information with size 5: (2, 1, 0, 1, 2)
If an NE tag is matched from the NE dictionary, the NE tag is

NE used instead of the morpheme tags.

sequence The numbers denote the position information of each morpheme tag
features (e.g., the current morpheme is at:

CD/2 + NNS/1 + IN/0 + NNP/1 + NNP/2 ->
CD/2 + NNS/1 + IN/0 + B Hotel/1 + I Hotel/2).

Target/operator/speech-act features

Verb features 1. Verb information in the utterance

Unigram 2. Morpheme unigram information in the utterance

feature (e.g., Please, make, a, reservation, for, ...)

Bigram 3. Bigram information of morpheme and POS tags in the
feature (e.g., Please + make, make + a, a + reservation,

...VB + VB, VB + DT, DT + NN, ...)

Trigram 4. Trigram information of morpheme and POS tags in the

feature utterance (e.g., Please + make + a, make + a + reservation,
...VB + VB + DT, VB + DT + NN, ...)

5W1H 5. If there is [who, what, when, how, where or why] in an
features utterance, this feature has True; otherwise, False.

Previous

speech-act

tag 6. The speech-act tag information of the previous utterance
(for only the is used if a dialogue consists of multi-turn utterances.

multi-turn
utterance)

The basic features were composed of morpheme/tag, morpheme sequence, and

POS tag sequence features. The NE dictionary features were the NE dictionary
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and NE sequence features. Lastly, the target/operator/speech-act features were ex-

tracted to utilize the information of the utterance unit. The verb, n-gram, 5W1H,

and previous speech-act tag features were employed as the features. The verb and

5W1H features were very effective in recognizing what information was given to the

user, whereas the 5W1H features were used only for the speech-act recognition. All

the other features were used for the target/operator/speech-act recognitions.

5. Experiments

5.1. Test Collection and Experimental Settings

The ATIS dataset is commonly used to evaluate SLU modules. However, evaluating

our framework with the ATIS dataset was difficult because of the following reasons:

the ATIS corpus has a single domain and mainly handles slot-filling problems related

to NE recognition. Our proposed framework focuses on performing multiple classi-

fications, such as targets, operators, and speech-act for multi-domain conversations

on mobile devices. Hence, we did not evaluate our method on the ATIS corpus. In

this experiment, the new multi-domains dialogues for smart phones (MDDS) dataset

was constructed and used to develop the SLU modules for the intelligent personal

assistant software. The MDDS dataset was annotated by 14 NEs, 41 targets, seven

operators, and seven speech-act tags. In addition, the MDDS dataset consisted of

4,906 user utterances in 12 domains (i.e., airplane, alarm, bus, call, clock, exchange,

hotel, message, phone book, schedule, train, and weather). The user utterances were

composed of 42% multi-turn dialogues and 58% single-turn dialogues.

Table 2. Class distribution of the MDDS dataset.

Single-turn Multi-turn

Class utterances utterances Total

Airplane 61 522 583

Alarm 569 150 719

Bus 248 86 334
Call 130 122 252

Clock 180 0 180
Exchange 184 0 184

Hotel 62 389 451
Message 46 102 148

Phone-book 107 152 259

Schedule 699 124 823

Train 61 408 469
Weather 504 0 504

Total 2851 2055 4906

For evaluation, the accuracy in the utterance level was exploited for all our

experiments [BS ISO 5725-1, 1994]. The utterance are correct when the proposed

SLU module generates all the correct labels of the NE, target, operator, and speech-

act of an input utterance. In our experiments, we evaluated using accuracy only
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because of the following reasons: first, the precision and the recall values were equal

because the classification results for the target, operator, and speech-act, excluding

the NEs, only had one result; and second, in the utterance level evaluation, only

the utterances correctly classified in all the NE, target, operator, and speech-act

tags were regarded as correct. Thus, only the accuracy measure was possible in this

case.

Accuracy =


Number of utterance with correct labels in

all SLU modules (NE,target,operator,speech-act)

Number of utterance with correct labels

 ∗ 100 (1)

The final accuracy of the SLU module was averaged on a 5-fold cross validation

for fair evaluation. In addition, we used a paired t-test to verify the statistical signif-

icance between our framework and the baseline framework. The pipeline framework

was used as the baseline system in the experiments because it is the most common

framework for multi-domain SLU modules.

The Mallet toolkit was chosen for our CRF model [McCallum, 2002].

5.2. Comparison of the Performances of Four Components for the

SLU module

Table 3. Accuracies of the NE, target, operator, and speech-act.

Framework NE Target Operator Speech-act

Pipeline 87.22 93.32 96.87 97.87

Simultaneous recognition 87.88 94.51 97.9 97.98

75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85

micro-averaging macro-averaging

pipeline

Simultaneous	
Recognition

Fig. 6. Comparison of the accuracies of each component in the SLU.
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A pipeline framework commonly has a disadvantage of the errors of the previous

components being propagated to the next components. This disadvantage can cause

a cascade of performance degradations.

5.3. Comparison of the Accuracies in the Utterance Level

Table 4 shows the final experimental results of the comparison of the proposed and

pipeline frameworks in each class and the overall performances after micro- and

macro-averaging [Yang, Y, 1999].

Meanwhile, Figure 7 presents that the proposed framework obtained a signifi-

cant improvement compared to the pipeline framework on both micro- and macro-

averaging accuracies.

Table 4. Accuracies in the utterance level on each
class.

Simultaneous
Class Pipeline recognition

Airplane 84.71 82.61
Alarm 89.97 90.11

Bus 81.43 84.5
Call 65.43 70.65

Clock 92.21 93.88

Exchange 82.62 84.79
Hotel 74.72 79.6

Message 73.99 75.87

Phone-book 68.51 73.01
Schedule 81.27 81.64

Train 71.46 77.53

Weather 86.5 86.1

Micro-averaging 80.73 82.47

Macro-averaging 79.4 81.69

75
76
77
78
79
80
81
82
83
84
85

micro-averaging macro-averaging

pipeline

Simultaneous	
Recognition

Fig. 7. Comparison of the accuracies in the utterance level.
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As a result, the proposed framework showed a relative improvement as high as

approximately 2.2% and 2.9% over the pipeline module on the micro- and macro-

averaging accuracies, respectively. Other domains, excluding the clock, exchange,

and weather domains, also included multi-turn dialogues. The proposed framework

achieved more improvements in the domains with multi-turn dialogues than in the

clock, exchange, and weather domains (Table 5).

Table 5. Accuracies in the domains with multi–

turn dialogues.

Simultaneous
Pipeline recognition

Micro-averaging 79.4 81.4

Macro-averaging 76.25 79.5

In the domains with multi-turn dialogues, the proposed framework showed a

relative improvement as high as approximately 2.5% and 4.3% over the pipeline

module on the micro- and macro-averaging accuracies, respectively.

5.4. Comparison of the proposed framework to the

triangular-chain CRF

We tried herein to compare the proposed framework to the triangular-chain CRF

[Jeong and Lee, 2007]. Jeong and Lee [2007] used the triangular-chain CRF to

simultaneously recognize the NE and the speech-act. Hence, our experiments were

conducted in two different cases: Jeongs experimental settings (NE + speech-act)

and ours (NE + speech-act + target + operator). Table 6 illustrates the proposed

framework outperforming the triangular-chain CRF on both cases.

Table 6. Comparison of the proposed module and the triangu-
lar-chain CRF.

Triangular-chain Simultaneous
CRF recognition

NE + speech-act 83.02 86.19

NE + speech-act +
target + operator 32.33 82.47

5.5. Processing Time

Table 7 presents the averaged processing time of the test data on the 5-fold cross-

validation. The proposed framework showed a faster processing speed than the

pipeline framework, meaning that the proposed framework can achieve approxi-

mately 15% time reduction. The milliseconds in parentheses are the averaged pro-

cessing time of one utterance.
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Table 7. Processing time results.

Simultaneous
Pipeline recognition

Processing time 40 s (40.7 ms) 34 s (34.6 ms)

5.6. Significant test

We performed a significant test using a one-sided paired t-test based on the accuracy

measured through the 5-fold cross validation to verify the statistical significance on

the macro/micro accuracy difference between the proposed and baseline frameworks.

Table 8 shows the significant test results.

Table 8. Significant test results.

Our framework vs. pipeline
p-value < 0.05 (95%) framework

One-sided paired t-test
(micro-averaging) 0.0007

One-sided paired t-test
(macro-averaging) 0.000001

The statistical significance test indicated that the differences were all statistically

significant because the p-value was sufficiently small (p < 0.01).

6. Conclusions and Future Work

We presented herein a novel SLU framework to predict the users intention for de-

termining the system actions of the intelligent personal assistant software. The pro-

posed SLU module with a simultaneous recognition framework achieved a higher

performance and a faster processing speed than the existing pipeline system. In

addition, the module outperformed the triangular-chain CRF, which is another

method for simultaneous recognition. We believe that our framework can provide

an effective and efficient SLU module to dialogue systems.

In future work, we plan to apply deep neural network techniques to the proposed

framework to obtain a more improved performance. We will also try to expand our

framework for use in other languages of the multi-language intelligent personal

assistant software.
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